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ABSTRACT

iEncouraging IBDA results from previous atomic tests prompted the
extension of an invitation to the Strategic Air Comand to assist
WADC in making some operational IBDA tests during TUMBLER-SNAPPER.
The SAC provided three B-50D aircraft with flight and maintenance crein
These aircraft were equipped with AN/APQ-24 radars modified to present
slant range marks; K-17C aerial cameras modified to cycle once per
second; and two Ed rton, Germeshausen and Crier bbangmeters. The
4925th Test roup Atomic), AFSWC installed two Z G & G time of fall
indicators in the drop aircraft at the request of Project 6.4. In
addition, a photometer was installed at the site, and operated by
project personnel.

The general plan was to secure all-weather ground zero and
height of burst from radar; height of burst from the time of fall
indicators; and yield from the bhangmeters and the photometer.
Simultaneously, K-17C visual cameras were to be tested for their
ability to provide ground zero and height of burst under conditions
of good visibility. Analysis of data obtained with the foregoing
devices indicates that, under operational conditi6ns, ground zero can
be determined by radar to an absolute value of 750 feet and height of
burst to t 400 feet. Yield may also be determined by radar to an
accuracy which is presently unknown. The time of fall indicator will
give height of burst to - 300 feet. Visual photography will give
ground zero to an absolute error of 500 feet and height of burst to

It was concluded that SAC has an immediates, though limited, all-
weather IBDA capability. Further, that the interim IBDA system,
presently under development, has been proved a proper approach. The
experimental bhangmeter will require major modifications before it is
incorporated into the interim system.

A test, not associated with IBDA, was performed by the project
when one of the B-50D's penetrated an atomic cloud three times The
purpose of the penetrations was to observe the effects of a highly
ionized atmosphere on radar operation. Radar operation was not
affected, but all film aboard the aircraft was radiation fogged to a
morked degree.
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PREACE

Project 6.4, Operation TUMBLER-SNAPPER, utilized, for the first
time, a3U elements of an airborne Indirect Bomb Damage Assessment
stem. In fact, the interim IBDA system presently under developmentat Wright Air Development Center, is essentially comprised of the

equipments and techniques about which this report is written.
Accuracies attained in making desired test measurements are indicative
of accuracies attainable during actual operations. The report is
therefore of interest to those personnel who are concerned with either
the development, or the operational use, of IBDA systems. Above all,
it is believed that those who are concerned with the correlation
apoets of IBDA should carefully review their program to insure com-

'I 1patibility with the data gathering system that is almost in being.

The quantity of data obtained during a series of shots is neces-
sarily limited. Moreover, in order to insure the greatest benefits
to the majority of projects participating, an individual project
sometimes has restrictions imposed which render a truly operational
test impossible. The above is not a criticism, but a statement of
fact to explain why some of the conclusions reached in this report
are based equally upon established data, personal opinion, and past
experience, and cannot be specifically proved by data obtained from
the project at hand. To illustrate, it is concluded that the drop
aircraft can displace itself from ground zero far enough to obtain
satisfactory radar data. This was not specifically proved, because
project aircraft did not drop any of the bombs. However, it is be-
lieved that all conclusions reached in this report are prudent;
perhaps conservative.

Little or no effort was made to investigate theoretical aspects
of observed phenomena. As the project title states, these were
operational tests designed to investigate the present state of the art.
However, it is essential that more tests be devoted to theory, because
the heart of the interim system is the radar return from an atomic
explosion. The cause of this return has not been conclusively estab-
lished. Then too, basic research my open now avenues of approach
which would greatly simplify the presently complex IBDA problem.

Project 6.4 enjoyed the utmost in support and cooperation from
all agencies either directly, or indirectly associated witU it.
Specific thanks are extended to members of the 509th Bomb Wing, SAC;
4925th Test Group (Atomic), AFSWC; Operations Analysis Offices of Hq
SAC and Hq AFSWC; "West lab", Sandia Corp; SAC Liaison Office at
Kirtland AFB, New Nbxico; Western Electric Technical Representatives
at Kirtland AFB; Program 6; and three agencies of WADC, namely, Air-
craft Radiation laboratory, Photographic Reconnaissance laboratory, and
Armament laboratory.
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CHAPTER I

K INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENiERAL

The Strategic Air Comnd's primary mission is to destroy an
enemy's strategic installations. Such operations normally require
deep penetrations into heavily defended territory. One round trip
is costly enough, but during World War II it was necessary after each
bombing mission to dispatch photographic reconnaissance missions so
that dampg assessment could be made. Reconnaissance missions
suffered attrition, and were costly tinewise.

In order to obviate the necessity for reconnaissance missions
after atomic strikes, Headquarters USAF has directed the develop-
msnt of an Indirect Bomb Damage Assessment (IBDA) system. As
presently envisioned, this system will consist of two distinct phases.
Phase I requires recording, at the time of an atomic explosion, data
necessary for the determination of:

SGround Zero
Height of Burst
KT Equivalent (Yield)

Phase II requires the correlation of these data to obtain an estimate
of damage to enemy installations.

Military characteristics specify that the Phase I portion of the
system shall be all-weather and operate from the drop aircraft, or
any aircraft up to 40 miles distance from ground zero. Strategic
Air Command representatives have verbally stated that operation from
the drop aircraft is of primary importance, and that an operating
range of something los than 40 miles would be satisfactory to theirOomnd.

1.2 OBJECTIVE

The objectives of Project 6.4, which were all concerned with
Phase I data, follow:

a. To test immediately available IBDA devices under near
operational conditions.

b. To test experimental IBDA devices.

~Ih
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o. To provide operational crews of the Strategic Air
Comnd with an opportunity to use the devices, and to prove that
the Command has an immediate IBDA capability.

1.3 HISTO.RICA.L AND THEORETICAL

1.3.1 Radar
Radar plan position indicator (PPI) photographs obtained

during Operations CROSSROADS, 1946; SANDSTONE, 1948; GREENHOUSE, 1951;
t7:./ and BUSTER-JANGLE, 1951 proved that under proper conditions of yield

and radar adjustment, anr atomic explosion winl register a return on
~the PPI scope. The physical cause of the return is not definitely

"I known. However, there seem to be a relationship between the inten-
, ! sity of the return and the overpressure generated at ground zero.

Moreover, it has been established that it is possible to obtain three

types of returns from an atomic explosion. These are:

At detonation, a strong point return of short duration.
(See Fig 4.1)

A horseshoe return of possibly 2-3 seconds duration.
(See Fig 4.2)

A cloud shadow which is initially a portion of the horse-
shoe, but which persists much longer.

The point return is probably a direct reflection from the
area of intense ionization which exists immediately after an atomic
explosion. Registration of this retuin occurs when the antenna
happens to be oriented on the bomb at the instant of burst, or scans
past the area within approximately 0.2 second. Since for IBDA pur-
poses the antenna is scanning a sector of approximately 60 degrees,
such orientation occurs infrequently. This means that the point re-
turn does not provide a reliable means for obtaining rD data.

The horseshoe return occurs when the shock wave strikes
the earth, and it persists for several seconds. Hence, this return
provides an operational means of determining ground zero, if one
assues the center of the return is truly ground zero, and if at least
one other identifiable radar target appears on the scope during the
time of interest. As pointed out by Wk. Jamesl, the horseshoe return
also provides a means for determining gross errors in height of burst,
and possibly, gross errors in yield.

Prior to TUMBLER-SNAPPER, attempts to utilize radar
measurements for ZBDA suffered from two distinct limitations. First,
a return had never been secured from the drop aircraft, or an aircraft
simulating a drop aircraft. Second, even when a return was secured by
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an escort aircraft, no suitable scale for measuring PPI scope distances
existed. The project used a breakaway manuever in order to place asimulated drop aircraft in a favorable position for obtaining a radar

return, and modified radars, as described later in this report, in
order to provide a PPI scale.

1.3.2. Visual Photoranhy

Various Air Force cameras were used in past tests, and
every time an atomic explosion plus surrounding terrain were photo-
graphed, either vertically or obliquely, ground zero and height of
burst could be computed. However, no single installation was stand-ardized. As a result, some photographs required a high degree of
technical skill to interpret; a higher degree than it is believed exists
in an operational interpretation unit.

In order to circumvent the above mentioned interpretation
problem, a single method of camera installation was chosen, and inter-
pretation aids were developed for the installation. Strategic Air
Comand representatives had stated, and WADC concurred, that a K-17C
camera with 6-inch lens, mounted in the drop aircraft and tilted back
150 from the vertical, would secure pictures of ground zero regardless
of aircraft maneuvers after the drop, provided that the aircraft was
level at To . There can be no standard installation for an escort air-
craft, as each planned position for the escort presents a different
camera pointing problem.

The Photographic Reconnaissance laboratory, WADC, develop-
ed two transparent overlays to be used for the analysis of photographs
secured with the 150 aft installation; one for height of burst and one
for ground zero. In either case, the photograph is placed under the
overlay and certain values read directly from curves or scales. These
values may then be used in simple calculations which yield the desired
answers. Overlays and instructions have been given to the Strategic
Air Cumand.

1.3.3 Time of Fll Masurement

?kny individuals have suggested time of fall measurements
as a means of computing height of burst. Attractive features of this
technique are simplicity, reliability, and an all-eather capability.
However, the ultimate goal of such a device is accuracy, and this
depends on measurement of the absolute altitude of the drop aircraft,
true air speed, and several other parameters which affect time of fall.
In addition, conflicting, informal information exists as to effects of
aircraft accelerations, at the instant of release, on time of fall. In
any event, the project chose to use some time of fall measuring devices

.13_
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developed by E G & G.

1.3.4 Ehanmetr

Z G & G bhangeters were successfully used in the drop
aircraft during Operation BUSTER by members of the 4925th Test Group
(Atomic). This instrument records, by means of a land polaroid
camera, a cathode ray tube trace of light intensity versus time. Tim
to minimum light intensity my be quickly determined and, by means of

. an empirical formula, yield my also be quickly determined.

Readers who are specifically interested in this instrument
are referred to Bibliography reports 2 and 3.

1.3.5 Photmeter

A photometer is a device for photographically recording
light intensity versus time. Data are recorded by a pure photographic
process, and hence data reduction is much more involved than in the
case of the bhangmeter. First, the exposed film must be processed.
Next, the processed film is analyzed by using a dqnsitometer. For
determination of yield, analysis is only carried to the first light
intensity minimum. Time to this minimum is determined, and then
correlated to yield.

The instrument (See Fig 1.1) used by the project drives
390 feet of 9.5 inch film, at approximately 1000 inches per second,
past a 0.005 inch slit. Timing marks at the rate of 4000 per second
are recorded on one edge of the film. This provides for excellent
time resolution. A neutral density step wedge placed in the slit
insures the best possible density readings regardless of light environ-
ment at shot tim.

iI .. "+ +~24" + ...



Fig 1.1 Experimental Photometer. To the left.. and in the
background, Is the battery power supply. The middle box is
an oscillator-amplifier for tiing marks.* The large box is
the photometer proper and measures 20.5" X 13" X 17". To
the extreme right is a relay-contact combination to receive
site timing signals.
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CHAPTER 2

INSTRUMEATION

2.1 GE

Three Strategic Air Command B-50D aircraft were utilized by theproject. All were equipped with the standard AN/APQ-24 radar and the
standard K-17C visual camera. All radars and cameras were slightlymodified as described belay. In addition, two of the aircraft carriedE G & G bhan- ters. A fourth B-50D belonging to the 4925th Tet
Group (Atomic), AFSWC, served as the drop aircraft, and carried twoE G & G time of fall indicators for Project 6.4. The only equipment
not airborne was a photometer which was installed at the site.

2.2 RADAR

Radar set AN/APQ-4 is an airborne navigational and bombing
system operating in the X-band and consisting of Radar Set AN/APS-23and Ground Position Indicator AN/APA-44. For Shot 1 all aircraft bad
wUnreliabilized" radars and all were modified in the sam manner. ForShots 2 through 6, radars had undergone Projeet Reliable treatment, andtwo were modified in a different manner than existed during Shot 1.

2.2.1 ShoJ 1
The 0-15 scope camera is standard equipment for photo-

graphing the AN/APS-23 PPI scope. With no modification, and with the
radar on 600 sector scan, the camera operates on each CCW (counter
clockwise) antenna sweep. This provides a picture approximately once
per 1.4 seconds. Since the radar return from an atomic explosion Isof such short duration, it appeared desirable to double the picture
rate by modifying the camera to take pictures on both CW and COW scans.

This was accomplished by the addition of one relay and a
relay mounting bracket to the servo amplifier unit. The relay coil vasconnected across the antenna armature motor cushioning resistors, and
the existing camera pulse lead was removed from relay K-104 and con-
nected to a normally closed contact of the added relay. The other con-tact was connected to 28 volts D. C. A voltage is developed across thecushioning resistors for approximately 0.1 second at the end of each
scan. This voltage is sufficient to pick up the added relay, which inturn allows the 0-15 camera to recyole. The rate of camera expome
will therefore be twice the rate indicated by the se+.t4 ng of the
exposure frequency control knob.

16



The above modification can be installed by a competentraartahmcan In approximately two hours. Once it Is installed, no
further relay adjustments are required. 7he modification prevents
tknpicturs on slow sector scang but has no ffet on 3600 san.
The modifications performed faultlessly on three aircraft during two

~dry rowm and the first shot. Two modifications were then removed# and
~the third functioned perfectly for the remainder of the project.

i 2.2.2 Shots 2 Throwt 6?

. For these shots, two radars were modified to show 1500-feet
.,. slant rae marks on the MP scop. The modification also provided

CCW 0-13 camera operation. Najor i tem of equipment involved in
te difteation were Camara Control C-(XA-366)/APQ and a TS-IO2A/AP

Range Caibrator. A omplet description of installation and operation
. Is given in a WADC Memorandum Report4. This project didnot vine the

modification for bomb scoring, bat rather for the coputational
features provided by the range turks.

2.3 VIE&A PHOTOGRAPHY

All aircraft were equipped with K-IC aerial ameraa, two with 6-
inch focaa length lenses and one with a 12-Inob lens. The only non-
standard item In the cameras was a modified rmotor which provided for a
cycling rate of ones per second rather than the standard rate of a
cycle per 1.25 econd@.

he t~o Gaasrl with (-inoh lenses were mnted on A-27=A mnts
ad tilted bak fro the vertical 150. The third camera was mounted
on a modified A-2-A mount and was tilted forward from the vertical
ap]proxlmtelY 40*. All cameas were -loaded with 25 feet of film per
shot.

2.J# TD FLUI CATORS

Two Ti of Fall indicators, developed and constructed by 9 G &
G. were wed during the test. The 4925th Test Gboup (Atomic) in-
stalled the indicators in the drop aircraft, operated them, and provid-
ed Project 6.A* with resulting data.

The epeLntAl Instruments have the exterva appearance of a
bhbater. The tmer is starPted by the openin of the bomb shackle
and stopped bY the flash of the bomb. The timer clock is photo-
graphed by 4L rmnd polaroid camera, Ad may be read to 0.01 of a second.
Technical details concernin the tUer nAy be obtained from Biblio.-

17
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2.5 BHAJG. Tf_

hanphters were not permanently installed in the aircraft. Prior
to each mission, one instrument was issued to the bombardier of the
aircraft which generally was in an escort position, and the second
instrument was issued to the right scanner of one of the aircraft
which simulated a drop aircraft. Each placed the bhangmeter at his
crew position and, at the proper time, turned power on and pointed the
instmient head in the general direction of ground sero.

2.6 PH0

The photometer was installed at the site. It was placed on top
of the Control Point building, and operated on Shots 2 through 5.
Site timing signals were used to initiate the device; To - 2t seconds
for air drops and To - 1 second for tower shots.

t3A



CHAPTER 3

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE

' 3.1
Flight and maintenance crow and three B-50D aircraft were

*i .. provided by the 509th Bombardment Wing, Strategic Air Conaand. The
4925th Test Group (Atomic) was in operational control of the aircraft
and assisted in son technical details of the operation. WADC
provided and installed the modified X-170 cameras; made the previously
mentioned radar modifications; supplied and operated the site photom-
eter; and tecnnically controlled the operation.

Since the three aircraft vere instrumented somewhat differently,
and performed different manuevers, it seems necessary at this point
to deal with specific aircraft. Henceforth, the three B-50D's will be
referred to as Tiger 1, Tiger 2, and Tiger 3.

For Shot 1, aircraft instrumentation was:

Tiger Is 0-15 scope camera modified to take CW and CCW pictures,
and a K-17C visual canera, 6-inch cone, tilted back 150 from vertical.

Tiger 2: Same as Tiger 1 except one bhangmter, operated by right
scanner, was added.

Tiger 3: Same CV, COW modification, K-17 visual camera, 12-inch
cone, tilted forward 360, and one bhAmter operated by the boa-
bardier.

For Shots 2 through 6, Tiger 2 instrumentation remained the same.
Tigers I and 3 had the 1500-foot slant range mark modification on
their radare, and an else romained the same except that the K-17C on
Tiger 3 was tilted forward 39-1/2o.

3.2 AWRAF? POSITIONING

On Shots 1 and 2, the drop aircraft was at 19,000 feet absolute.
Tiger I was 1800 feet above and flying loose formation on the right
ving. Tiger 2 was 1300 feet above and flying loose formation on the
left wing. Tiger 3 vas 800 feet above and 7 nautical miles in trail
on Shot 1; 5 nautical miles in trail on Shot 2. Two seconds before
'Bmb Avay", Tiger 1 made a 400 turn to the right and Tiger 2 made a
300 turn to the left. Both turns were held until 8 seconds before
T at which tine level-outs vere initiated and 1-17C's were actuated.
TRgr 3 flew straight ahead for aproxinately 45 seconds after To, and
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then turned to leave the area. This positioning enabled Tigers I and
2 to simulate drop aircraft and Tiger 3 to similate an escort aircraft.

On Shot 3, bombing altitude was 29,000 feet absolute, and Tigers
maintained the same additive altitude displacements. Both Tigers 1 and
2 mad. 400 turns which were held until 10 seconds before T . Tiger 3
was in trail 7 nautical iles, and flew straight ahead as Cefore.

Shot 4 was dropped by a B-45 from 19,000 feet absolute. Two
Tigers were in a very loose formation on the drop aircraft, and Tiger*1' 3 was in trail 5 nautical miles. Absolute altitudes, in chronological
order, were 20,800; 20,300; and 21,800 feet. Forty degree breakaways
were to be made by Tigers 1 and 2 and held until To-l0 seconds. A bit
of confusion resulted from a premature voice transmission of "Complete"
by the drop aircraft. The transmission was approximately 10 seconds
early and caught Tigers 1 and 2 by surprise. Both started turns,
leveled out, and on the next "Complete" Tiger 1 accomplished a 600
bank with no ill effects on radar results.

Shot 5 was a predawn tower explosion. ProJect 1.1 dropped
parachutes before this shot, so the Tigers had to be positioned to one
side. The original plan called for Tigers 1, 2, and 3 to fly in for-
mation at absolute altitudes of 22,000, 22,500 and 23,000 feet, respec-
tively. Tiger 1 was leader, 2 vas to be on the right wing, and 3 on the
left vW. Aircraft were to be 4 nautical miles south of the tower
at To . Visibility was poor, and Tigers 2 and 3 did not sight Tiger 1,
however, all positions were made good. No breakavays were planned or
made. Visual cameras were all pointed starboard for this shot.

Shot 6 was also a tower explosion, and occurred at 0400 PST.
Tigers 1, 2, and 3 made individual simulated bomb runs at absolute
altitudes of 22,000; 23,000 and 24,000 feet. The middle aircraft
made a 400 turn to the left, and the other two made similar turns to
the right. The mission was flown in an excellent manner; two of the
Tigers hitting their siulated release point perfectly and the third
in error only 5 seconds. All K-17C's were pointed 150 aft.

After the primary mission, Tiger 1 flew over the atoic eloud at
an altitude displacement of approximately 1000 feet. It then pene-
trated the cloud thee times. The purpose was to observe possible
effects on radar operation.

20



CHAPTER /

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

41 RADAR

4.1.1 Shot1
None.

4.1.2 Shot 2

A possible one frame point return was obtained by both
Tiger I and Tiger 3. These small returns, having no distinctive
characteristics, would be of little or no value in actual operations.
One could seldom be sure that a single point return, with no subse-
quent horseshoe and/or cloud shadow, was caused by an atomic explosion,
Tiger 2 obtained negative results.

4.1.3 Shot 3

Tiger I obtained a possible return. The 0-15 camera
control was malfunctioning, and at TO pictures of CCW sweeps only were
being obtained. This makes it impossible to examine the suspected
return in detail, and consequently, it must be relegated to the doubt-
ful category. Several frame of the cloud shadow were obtained some
secoads after Top but these have no operational value.

Tiger 2 obtained negative results.

Tiger 3 obtained a positive one frame return from the
bomb explosion. Approxintely 3 seconds later a very weak expanding
ring was registered which is undoubtedly a result of the shook wave
an the surface of the earth. The week ring lasts for 4 frames, and
would be difficult to definitely identify except for the previously
mentioned point return. Cloud shadows were also obtained by Tiger 3.

4.1.4 shot

Tiger 1 obtained a horseshoe which persisted for two frame
and a cloud shadow which was still intense when it passed out of scope
range at 10.1 nautical miles.

Tiger 2 obtained a doubtful one frame circular return and
a definite cloud shadow ,te 6 seconds later. The 0-15 camera nal-
functioned at this time and no further pictures were secured. The
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radar was also malfunctioning in that the crose-hairs were not tracking
properly.

Tiger 3 obtained a one frame, distorted horseshoe, followed
by four frases of an expanding ring. A subsequent cloud shadow per-
sisted for 38 seconds.

4.1.5 Shot 5

Tiger 1 obtained a two frame horseshoe. The cloud shadow
existed for 12 seconds.

Tiger 3 obtained a medium intense expanding ring for +
frames. Due to lack of radar painting in the background, no cloud
shadow was observed.

* 4.1.6 Shotk

Tiger 1 obtained a two frame expanding ring, and a cloud[
shadow which persisted for 15 seconds.

Tiger 3 obtained a two frame expanding ring, and a cloud
shadow which persisted for 13 seconds.

4.1.7 enal C.mnts

Shots I and 2 were so sal that no radar returns were
expected. Previous experience indicates that results could be obtained
frm yields of this size, only if the antenna happened to be pointed
directly towards the bomb at T The fact that two aircraft my have
secured returns during Shot 2 ?s merely of academic interest.

Although Shot 3 had a muoh larger yield, the extrem
height of burst (34"7 feet) apparently reduced overpressure at ground
sero to a value which was marginal insofar as a radar return was con-
cerned,

Shots 4,5, and 6 were large enough and low enough to pro-
duce radar returns. The radar observer on Tiger 2 did not have the
antenna pointed properly during Shot 5, but there is no explanation
for his negative results on Shot 6.

Ignoring Shots 1 and 2 for reasons previously stated, the
project obtained seven positive and two probable returns from 12
attempts. Positive, in this cas9v refers to a definite radar return
which marks ground sero with either a horseshoe or a circle, and which
could not be co fused with any other radar return. (See Figs 4.1 to
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4.7 Inclusive)

4.1.8 hWI91&ZLM

Radar data were obtained for the primary purpose of
establishtng ground zero and the secondary purpose of computing height
of burst. Unfortunately, only three sets of data which contained
positive returns also contained Identifiable terrain features, and only
two sets contained radar returns in a form vhich permits height of

• -burst calculations. Values obtained and aircraft and shots providing
data follow:

Ground Zero Eror Heisht of Burst frror

Tiger i, Shot 4 290 fet -340 feet

Tiger 1, Shot 5 525 feet 1.200 feet

TIW 3# Shot 5 450ft -fe

7he Identifiable terrain object used for Shot 4 was the
center of the asphalt mt. For both Shot 5 calculations, a corner
reflector ws Identified. None of the calculations would have been
possible except for the slant range mark modification on the radars.

It is of interest to observe aircraft altitude and round
range displacemmnt fram the bomb, each time a positive return was
obtained.

Absolute risontal Range
"UUM (DI ( autical mes)

Tiger 3, Shot 3 29800 8.10

TIg 1, Shot 4 20,800 1.80

TIe 3, Shot 4 21,800 4.54

Tiger, Shot 5 22,000 4.20

TIg 3, Shot 5 23,000 4.32

Tiger 1, Shot 6 22,000 2.34

Tier 3,Shot 6 24,000 2.96
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Fig 4.1 Radar Photography, Shot 3. This picture was secured
by Tiger 3, and illustrates the type of return secured when
the antenna happens to be oriented on the bomb at To . Note
the 1500-foot slant range marks on this and subsequent pictures.
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Fig 4.2 Radar Photography, Shot 4. This picture was secured
by Tiger 1, and illustrates a so-called horseshoe return. All
IBDA parazmeters may be secured from photography of this type,
although attainable yield accuracy is presently unknown.
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Fig 4.3 Radar Photography, Shot 4. This picture was secured
by Tiger 3. It provides ground zero data but, due to distortion,
is of little or no value for determining other parameters.
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RADA " . SHADOW

Fig 4.-4 Radar Photography, Shot 5. This picture wassecured by Tiger 1, and illustrates a so-called horseshoereturn. All IBDA parameters may be secured from photographyof this type, although attainable yield accuracy is presently
unknown.
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I., Fig 4.6 Radar Photography, Shot 6. This picture was secured
1< by Tiger 1. Kich detail has been lost in reproduction. Only
-< ground zero may be obtained from a circular return of this

(' type.
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rig 4.7 Radar Photography, Shot 6. This picture was secured
by Tiger 3. This is a circular return which enables ground
zero calculations, but the distortion would probably introduce
an error on the order of several hundred feet.
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Expressed in another manner, the above data indicate that
an aircraft was in a favorable position for radar data when it was
displaced in such a manner that the angle of depression from the air-
craft to ground zero was on the order of 570, or less. It is possible
that the angle of depression could be larger, but no data exist to
support this conclusion. The most favorable angle of depression,
based upon this and other tests, appears to be on the order of 40-45
degrees.

Calculations from radar photography are cursed with inher-
ent inaccuracies. To calculate ground zero, one must estimate the
location of the center of the radar return; find an identifiable
terrain return, and estimate which point on this return corresponds to
a known point on a map; and measure the angle formed by the aircraft
position and the two estimated points. More estimations enter the
picture when interpolation between slant range marks is necessary.Height of burst calculations are particularly sensitive to slant rangeerrors; more so than ground zero calculations.

It is the opinion of the author that,, under adverse con-
ditions, two people using the same radar data would differ by as much
as 200 feet after naking ground zero calculations and possibly 300
feet in height of burst calculations. In fact, the same person using
identical data on different days will produce answers differing on the
order of approximately half the above mentioned values.

4.2 VISUAL PHOTOGRAPHY

The Mnmber of useful visual photographs obtained by the project
was unsatisfactory. Three cameras were used on each shot. This means
that it was possible to secure 18 sets of useful photographs. Actually,
only five useful sets were obtained. The escort aircraft, Tiger 3,
accounted for three failures in that the camera was not properly
pointed at To . There were three instances of camera malfunctions.
Tiger 1, due to a false "Complete", was in a bank at To during Shot 4.
Fially, all night photography, Shots 5 and 6,was useless.

Ground zero and height of burst were calculated from each of the
five useful sets of photographs. Errors resulting when calculated
values were compared with true values are listed below.

Ground Zero Height of Burst True HeightEro (et) aror (rFeS) of Burst (Feet)

Shot 1 132 + 162 795

Shot 2 218 +51 U09



Cromd Zero Bi of Burst True Eei ht
Erros~ ~ ~ (Ti.,) &g)of -Bu 's -t ( Fife t )

Sht2 45 1 0

Shot 3 240 + .17 3447

hot 4 225 # UO lO4

-esm aents of height of burst are complieated by the fact that
ome or awe photographs are usually "burned out" by the intense light.
This means that when a good photograph is finally secured, the fire-
ball has risen by some amount. A rate of rise has to be calculated,
and an appropriate value subtracted from the height of the fireball
which was measred from the first usable photograph.

All camemrs were properly pointod, and there were no malfunctions
during the night shots. Unfortunately, the K-17C cannot cope with the
light Intensity produced by the bomb. All sets of photographs were
the same; seveal photographs oompletely "burned out", and then 2-3
ftrames of the hot cloud with a very small area of terrain illuminated
directly beneath. The camera settings used were F/6.3 and 2/50 second;
film type was Class L Super XX. It could be argued that a smaller
aperture and faster speed would prove useful. This is debatable, but
it is believed that such settings would not alleviate the "burn out"
problem, and could not utilize the comparatively dim light produced by
the hot cloud.

4.3 TI -OF FALL INDICATORS

Two Indicators were activated on Shots 2 and 3. No difficulties
were encountered. Readings of 34.53 and 34.55 seconds resulted from
Shot 2 and 42.28 and 42.32 seconds from Shot 3.

MK-4 Bombing Tables, dated Deceber,1950, were used to convert
times of fall to heights of burst. Tables were entered with true air

Sspeed and release altitude in order to secure predicted time of fall.
This figure was then corrected for target altitude and bomb weight
deviation. The difference between the predicted time of fall and
measured time of fall was then converted into a height of burst. One
limitation of the tables used is that tines of fall are given to the
nearest 0.01 second; however, corrections for target altitude and
bomb weight deviation are only given to the nearest 0.10 second.

Actual heights of burst for Shots 2 and 3 were 1109 and 3447 feet
respectively. Calculated heights of burst resulted in the following
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+4 fet4,15 feet

+.161 feet +q 138 feet

* In order to check on the general accuracy of converting times of
*fall into heights of burst, KG & G ground timing data were secured for

Shot, 1 from TMLRand Baker# Charlie, and Dog shots from BUSTER.
*These wrrreutdfor true heights of burst of 793; 1218; 11.32;

and 417 eetrespectively:

TUNBU_________ "tOUO-ae harlie P

*91fet42 feet .8a feet -7 feet

4.4 B3HWRGETUR

Rhangmster performance was highly satisfactory. Twelve attempts,
two ins truments on each of six shots, were made to obtain yield data.

* Only one of these attempts failed. This failure was probably caused by
a faulty photocell, plus the use of a Neutral Density 1 filter. In
any wvent, the light intensity trace dropped down to the base line;

* and remained there. Consequently, no miniwaz could be determined.
(See Figs 4.8 and 4.9)

Onie other minor difficulty was experienced with the bhangmeter
operated by the bombardier of Tiger 3. It was discovered that it was
necesar to ground the instrument to the aircraft in order to pre-
vent the base line from oscillating. The cause of this interference
was never discovered, and the scanner in Tiger 2 experienced no such
troubles with his instrument.

Specifically, the following times to minizin light intensity
were obtained. Also shown are yields computed from what Is presently
accepted as the best eupirical, formula.

seconds) seconds)

*shot 1 4.0 4.0 1.5 1.5

Fbot 2 4.0 4.5 1.5 1.9
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Fig 4.8 Ebanguter Data, Shot 3.
This photograph demonstrates the
single failure incurred by Project 6.4

FSg 4.9 taugmeter Data, Shot 5.
This photograph demonstrates a
typical light intensity versus
time trace as obtained from an E G & G
bhangmeter. Time to minima was read
as 13. 5 milliseconds.
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TIGER 2 TIGER 3 TIGER 2 IGERTR31- (W111- " IT)
seconds) seconds)

Shot 3 - 18.0 - 32.4

Shot 4 15.5 15.5 24.0 24.0

Shot 5 13.5 13.2 18.2 17.4

Shot 6 12.5 12.5 15.6 15.6

With one exception' all of the above readings were obtained with
the instrument head pointed in the general direction of ground sero.
The bombardier of Tiger 3 was going away from ground zero at To during
Shot 6. This resulted in the bhangmeter head being pointed in a most
adverse direction. The fact that the instrument functioned properly
demonstrated that pointing of the head is not critical.

The demonstrated ability of the bhangmeter to function regardless
of the orientation of the head, plus the long distances from ground
sero over which the instrument will function, impose severe problems
in the case of multiple drops on a single target area. For exale,
if three aircraft made simultaneous drops on points separated by
several mile, three airborne bhangmeters could not be relied upon to
obtain separate ntensity traces which could be identified as result-
ing from particular bombs. Then too, the present Instrument could be
triggered by a flash of lightnings or an exploding projectile. All
of these problems, plus others, must be solved before an operational
yield Instrument can be produced.

4.-5 Of--M

The photometer was actuated on Shots 2 through 5. No operational
difficulties wre experienced except on Shot 2, when timing marke
failed to re'ister on the edge of the film.

All film was processed during the testa, but no analyses were
made until the project returned to its howe base. This was necessary,
but vnfortunate. A densitometer is so sensitive that the least
variation in film light depth, such as a processing spot, renders
accurate analysis Impossible. This situation was encountered when an
attempt was wade to analyze Shot 4 film. Etraordinary processing
precautions would probably have saved these data, but the project did
not realise such precautions were necessary.
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he foreoing misfortunes left two good rols of film (See Figs.
4.10 and4.11); those obtained from Shots 3 and 5. In each case,
three different density bars were analysed with a densiteaster. Nazi-
mm time ipread between each of the three minizams determined was 50
microseconds in the case of Shot 3 and 125 microseconds for Shot 5.
A single reading can probably be msde to an accuracy of one half the
tim between two timing mrks, or to 125 microseconds.

Specific times to Wales obtained were Shot 3, 18.36 milliseconds;
and Shot 5, 14.12 milliseconds. In each case, these values wereobtslned by averaging the three diffeorent density bar reaings. Values
are doaded by the averaging process; the inability to read nors pre-
cisely than 125 microseconds; and the fact that the start of the event
registered on film as an indistinct, rather than distinct, line.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 RADAR

All conclusions pertaining to radar for operational IBDA systems
are based upon the assumption that a stock pile weapon, dropped over
a built up area, will produce some form of radar return which can be
used to determine ground zero,

The Strategic Air Commnd, using standard bombing and navigation
radar, has an imediate, all-weather, IBDA capability which exists in
either a drop or escort aircraft. The capability is presently liited
by the absence of PPI scope slant range marks. It is estimated that
without this aid, ground zero could be calculated to absolute errors
of from 800 to 1500 feet; dependent upon identifiable terrain features
from which a scale my be obtained and the distance the aircraft is
displaced from ground zero. Gross errors in height of burst and yield
could be determined in those cases which are favorable to the establish-
ment of a salel providing that a horseshoe return is obtained.

The radar portion of the interim IBDA system is similar to equip-
ment used in this project. Errors in determining ground zero are very
dependent upon the terrain return which is used as a radar fix from
which bearing and ground range may be measured to the atomic return.
If a good radar fix, such as a bridge across a large river, were avail-
able, it is believed that all operational ground zero errors would fall
within a radius of 750 feet. This error would increase proportionately
as the quality of the radar fix deteriorated. +Rdar height of burst
could be operationally determined to possibly - 400 feet; however, this
method of obtaining height of burst is not considered reliable since a
radar return can be obtained which is not in the proper form for height
of burst computations. Mhose returns which are of the proper form for
height of burst computations also provide a means for determining
yield to a presently unknown degree of accuracy. This is accomplished
by measuring the fireball diameter during its early stages and compar-
In& It foith a curve showing yield versus fireball diameter. Prelimi-
narY investigations reflect favorably upon this method.

The radar techniques used by the project do not interfere with
normal bombing procedures as advocated by SAC. However, the drop air-
craft has no capability for obtaining radar IMDA data unless it
executes an Imdiate breakaway with a bank on the order of 400 or
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5.2 VISUAL PHOTOGRAPHY

The K-17C camera, when utilized as it was by this project, pro-

vides an operational, visual IMDA device for daylight operations. Test

results indicate that ground zero errors should all fall within a

radius of 500 feet, and that height of burst errors should be no more

than 1 200 feet.

The camera is not satisfactory for night operations.

5.3 TIME OF FALL INDICATOR

The time of fall indicator is considered as the most desirable
device presently available for all-weather height of burst determina-
tion. Under all-weather, operational conditions, this instrument
should provide height of burst to 1 300 feet.

5.A

The experimental bhangmster is a very satisfactory toot device,
and could be used operationally. However, it would not be truly satis-
factory as an operational Instrument, because it has no capability for
recording multiple drops; it can be erroneously triggered by lightning
and/or exploding projectiles; and its present battery-pack power supply
would impose difficult logistic problem.

Timevise, the bhangter technique for measuring yield is far
ahead of any other method which has been advanced to date. Pressure
methods are dependent upon too many variables, and electromagnetin
radiation techniques are still in the basic research stage. Invest-
igation of all yield measuring techniques should be pursued, but it is
believed that the bhangmeter will be the only operational instrument
available for several years. It is definitely the obly Instrument
available for the interim system.

5.5

The photometer technique provides a very accurate means for re-
cording light intensity versus time. However, data reduction is so
complicated that the technique is not considered suitable as an
operational means for determining yield.

5.6 IJTR BLSE ACCURACY

Present plans for the interim IMA system are considered sound.
It will consist of a range mark generator for the PPI scope for radar
determination of sa- zero; a time of fall Indicator for height ofm4
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burst; and a bhanguiter for yield determination. Present bhangmster
Jiu1itations will not exist in the production model. Expected accira-
cies are& ground sero, all errrs within radius of 750 feet under
conditions previously described; neighit of burst, *300 foot; and.1yield tl5 per cent.
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CHAPTER 6

RECO*MEDATI ONS

Imnam,,b as the interim IBDA system depends upon the radar return
fro an atomic explosion, and since SAC will be the eventual user of
the system, it Is recommended that SAC participate to as great an
extent as possible in future atomic tests. Purpose of this participa-
tion would be to teach radar observers proper radar techniques for

-' obtaining returns from atomic explosions.

It is essential that further investigations be made on the nature
of radar returns from atomic explosions. Six years have passed since
the phenomenon was first viewed, but conclusive proof of its cause is
still non-existent.

It is obvious that a different method will be required for using
visual photography at night. Present thinking involves a scheme for
controlling the lens diaphragm so that imediately after the flash, an
automatic control would adjust the aperture to optimum positions. It
is not possible to test scheme. for night photography unless night shots
are provided. Development of a satisfactory night photography system
is considered of extreme Importance since most operational drops will
be made under the cover of darkness.

No future effort should be expended on the photometer insofar as
IBDA is concerned. The instrument would be of use to those individuals
who are interested in several seconds of accurate data concerning light
intensity versus time.

Radar corner reflectors did not provide as many radar fixes as
anticipated. However, it is believed that all future IBDA projects
should utilize the sawe, or Improved devices, because there is little
hope of securing a fix from any portion of the site terrain.
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APPENDIX A

ATOMIC CLOUD EFFECTS ON RADAR

A.l OBJWCTMr

4ReportedmafntosoStaeiAiComn ronrarst
4 tropopause levels led to speculations regarding the possible effects

of ionized layers of atmosphere on the radar beam and the radar output.
I' At the request of higher headquartere, Project 6.4's plan for Shot 6

was hastily revamped to include atomic cloud penetrations by Tiger 1,
for the purpose of investigating the effects mentioned above.

A.2 INSTRUMENTATION

Equipment involved in the test consisted of a "Reliabilized"
AN/AKQ24, an 0-15 scope camera, an AN/APR-9, and an A-6 movie camera
set up to record the oscilloscope of the APR-9. An APR-9 antenna
was unavailable so an improvised antenna was constructed consisting
of about 6 inches of welding rod; this connected to the APL9 receiver
by a properly matched coaxial cable. The antenna was physically
mounted approximately 30 feet aft of the APS-23 radome. The APR-9 and

camera were located in the radio operator's compartment. A radio-
logical detection officer and equipment were located in the bembard-
ier' a position. 4

A.3 0PERATIONAL PROCEDURE

One pas was sade over the top of the cloud, the top being
approxiately 1000 feet lower than the aircraft. Settings used were:
ran . 20 miles; 360° sean; and antenna tilt, - 150. On this run
and all others, radar controls were not touched once the run was
initiated.

The first actual penetration was made with 00 tilt and 3600
sector scan through the top thick portion of the cloud. The second
penetration was throu the estimated middle of the cloud with the
same settingsp, and the third penetration was through the lower portion
with the antenna at -30 and 600 sector scan. The cloud was estimated
to be 5=000 feet thick. Crew safety considerations prevented further
penetrations.

A watch was mounted beside the scope of the APM-9 so that a
record of signal amplitude versus time could be recorded. This watchwas earefally synohronised with the watch on the 0-15 camera data



board and with the radiological detection officer' watch. Data
analysis vould then Involve qmlity of APQ-24 scope pictures, versus
amplitude of ener as shown by the AMR9, vers radiation intensity
readings as recorded by the radiological officer. Shot time vas 0400
PST. TAS of aircraft during the mission was approximately 300 knots.

A.4 DATA OBAnU)

A.4.1 F11sbt Oer Cloud. Indicated Altitude 386200 Feet.

Intenitv O9Tg m of -Readln,(PST)
Penetration br - M& - ae.

Etr0 04-48 - 50
1 30 04- 49 - 20
5 50 04-49 -40
3 76 04- 50 -06
2 s0 04- 50- 0
1 90 04- 50 20

leave Cloud 04- 51 - 10

A.4.2 First hntraIM N. Indiatd Aituf. 3800M feet.

Tiye Scnsne (PST) 'A1

Enter 0 05- 04 -40
1 U1 05 -04 -54
5 26 05-05-06

10 31 05- 05 -n
15 54 05 - 05 -34
20 60 05 -05 -40
25 65 05 - 05 - 45
30 86 05 -06 -06
40 96 05 -06 -16
25 108 05 -06 -28
20 110 05 - 06 - 30
15 120 05 -0o6-40
10 137 05 - 06 - 57

5 147 05 -- 07 -07
5 165 05 - 07 - 25
2 207 05 -08 -07
3 212 05 - 08 - 12
1 220 05 - 08 - 20

leave Claud 05 - 08 - 5o

AMI



A-4.3 Seggd Pemtr-ation. indicated Altitude 33.00 feet.
rMz d Spod nN (PST)

105 0

5 16 05 - 14- 5

6 58 05 - 15 -08
5 .76 05 -15 -526
a 106o 05 - 15 - 56

rh-Ela~ed Seconds Time (PST)

0tr 0 119 05- 24-00
120 05- 246- 20
0 30 05 -24- 30

10 41 05 -24-39
15 63 05 -25 -0315 87 05 -25 -27
20 110 05-25 - 50
30 125 05 -26- 05
20 322 05 -26 -12
10o C38 05 -26- 18

5 145 05.- 26 -25

1 150 05 -264-320
15 6 05 - 25 - 03o

0lee Cloud 05 - 26 - 05

A.4.5 Bsokovmd Rsadings"

hokgromd readings in the airoraft were:

After flight over top 0 r/r

After pometration #1 t 0. 48 rAw

'Am



After peetration #2 1 0. 70 r/hr

After penetration #3 : 1.80 r/ur

A.5i

All instrumentation operated namially. APR-9 data revealed no
changes in the amount of wergy leaving the radome, and the scope
pictures Indicated that the ionSmed cloud bad negligible effeot on
the operation of the APB-23, In fact, there is no discernible
effect, but the film is quite fogged by radiation and soe slight
detail is lost. This means that slight loss of picture clarity by
the APS-23 could not be detected. 7he fogging does not negate the
utility of the scope photographs for reconnaissance or IBDA purposes.

In addition to the 35 nm film mentioned above# a second roll as
carried in a spare 0-15 camera, but vas not used. The film whieb
was exposed on the shot was processed within one day, but the unused
roll was not processed until sons months subsequent to the missicn.
Also carried on the mission, and processed vithin one day, vas a roll
of Super 11,9 -27C film.

Density readings were made on all of the film. The following
values were obtained from the forumula D = log 1, where D is density
and T is the fractional portion of light whichthe film in transmits

G (ross D Normal DovalgoN& w"t

DD

Super IX 0.92 0.10 0.82

35 = (processed 0.66 0.18 0.48
Imediatelyv)

35 m (processed 1.17 0.18 0.99
later)

It Vas also determined that the film had been emposed to a total
of approximately 3.27 roentgens.

A generally accepted fact concerning visual photograph is that
total density readings greater than 0.4 are highly undesirable. Un-
fortunately, no frxed value can be stated for scope photography, but
in this particular case the scope pictures appear to be on the thresh.
old of suffe-ing maked deterioration of quality.
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A,6 COWL1MICS AND REWODATIONS

hsdiatiom intensities encontere& In this test bad no apparent
effect upon the operatiou of the AN/AFQ-2/. The radar obeeWr could
have performed any type of radar mission in a routine manner.

The raedlation had a very adverse ooeffect cc a3l film which ms
carried throuh the cload. Slightly prolonged exposure of the film
could wen have ruined it.

It is recomended that no future radar tests of this type be
conducted until the matter receives, if wrranted, labosatory invest-
igation under controlled conditions.

If It Is contemplated that actual operations wil re rult Ln film
being exposed to peater quantities of radiation than wr enountered
in this experiment it is sugpested that thought be given to filmj shielding.
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Cow Orleans, La. . AGrm, USARCARIB 39

commanding General, U. S. Army Caribbean, APO 834, c/o PM,
New Orleans, La. ATM: CG, USARNT 40Commanding General, U. S. Art Caribbean, APO 834# c/o PK..
Now Orleans, La. ATTN: Cml Off, USARCARIB 41

Comanding General, U. S. Army Caribbean, APO 834p c/o PK,
Now Orleans, La. ATTN: Surgeon, UBARCARIB 42

Commandant, Command & General Staff College, Ft. Leavenworth,
Ken. ATE: ALLIS(AS) 13- 44

Comandant, The Infantry School, ft. Banning, Ga.ATTN: C.D.S. 45- 46
Commandant, The Artillery School, Ft. Sill, Okla. 17
Commandant, The AA&C( Branch, The Artillery School, Ft.

Bliss, Tax. 18
Commandant, The Armored School, Ft. Kncx, y. ATTN:

Classified Document Section, Evaluation & Research
Division 49- 50

Commanding General, Medical Field Service School, Brooke
Army Medical Center, Ft. Sam Houston, Tex. 51

The Superintendent, U. B. Military Academy, West Point,
N. Y. ATmf: Professor of Ordnance 52

Commandant, Chemical Corps School, Chemical Corps Training
Comand, Ft. McClellan, Ala. ATT: Radiological Section 53- 54

Commanding General, Research and Engineering Command,
Army Chemical Center, Md. ATE: Special Projects
Officer 55- 56

Cosianding General, The Engineer Center, Ft. Belvoir,
Va. ATN: Asct. Cmut.p The Engineer School 57- 59

Commanding General, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. 60- 61
Chief of Reaearch and Development, D/A, Washington 25, D. C. 62
Commnding Officer, Engineer Research and Development

Lab, Ft. Belvoir, Va. ATTK: Chief, Technical Intel-
ligence Branch 63

Cmnding Officer, Picatiny Arsenal, Dover, N. J.
AT: M-= 64

Comndang Officer, Frankfo d Arsenal, Philadelpnia 37, Pa.
k=: RD Control Officer 65

Commnding Officer, Ohemcal Corps Chemical and Radiological
Laboratory, Army Chemical Center, M. ATE: Technical
Library 66- 67

Asst. Chief, Military Plans Div., R 516, Bldg 7, Army
Map Service, 6300 Brooks Lane, Washngton 25, D. C.
ATE: Operations Plans Branch 68

Director, Operations Researh Office, J hn Hopkins Uni-
versity, 6410 Conneetiut Ave.,Chey Chase, Md.
ATTN: Library 69
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* Chief of Naval Operations, D/N, Washington 25, D. C.

ATLTN: OP-36 70- 71
Chief of Naval Operations, DIN, Washington 25, D.* C.

AT'3: OP-51 72
Chief of Naval Opertiones D/N9 Washington 25s D. C.

AM: OP-53 73

D. C AT# Spcia WeaonsDefenseDison7-5
Che.,freu; Ordnance, DIN, Washington 25, D. C. 76

Ahief Bueru Cf1eronel DAc,DN ashington 25, D.C

Chief, Bureau of Shisnel DI Washington 25 D. .

Chif. Breu o Sips /N Wahigtn 5D. Cahnt. 5

D. C. 801

Comandr-i-Chefj U.S. tlaticFletFleet Post

Commnde-inChie, U S.Pacific Ileet, Fleet Post
OffcesSanFracisoCalif. 8

Cmadant C .Am: (Code Corps, Ni., USMC, Washington 25p

PreidntU.S.Navl arCollege, Newport, Rhode Island 89
SuprinendntU. .NvalPostgraduate School, Monterey,

ComadngOfie, MSchools Commanads Naval Station, 9
Treasure Islands San Francisco, Calif. 91- 92

Director, USHC Develojasnt Center, Dale Schools, Quazi-
tico, Va. ATMN: Ml Siuipment B~oard 93

Commanding Officer, Fleet Training Center, Naval Base,
Norfolk U, Va. ATTN: Special Weapons School 94&- 96

Canannding Officer, Fleet Training Center (SMW School),
Naval Station, San Diego 36, Calif. 97

Comanderp Air Fore, U. S. Pacific Fleet, Naval Air
Station, San Diego, Calif. 98

Commander, Operational Developmesnt Force, U.* S. Atlantic
Fleet, Naval Base, Norfoll 11, Va.. ATiTN: Air Dept. 99

Caminders Training Command, U. S. Pacific Fleet, 0/0,
Flet Own School, San Diego 117, Calif. 100

Commnding Officer, Naval Demage Control Training Center,
* U. S. Naval Dase, Philadelphia 3.2, fa. ATTNI: A33C

Defense Course 101
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Comnding Officers Naval Unit, Chemical Corps School,.
Ft. McClellan, Ala. 102

Cander, USN Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring 19, Md.
ATTN: Alias 103

Comander, USE Ordnance Laboratory, Silver Spring 19, Md.ATTN: Aliex 104
Commander# USN Ordnance Test Station, Inyokerns China Lake,

Calif. 105
Officer-in-Charge, USE Civil Engineering Research and

Evaluation Laboratory, Construction attalion Ctr,
Port Rueneme, Calif. ATTN: Code 753 106-107

Commanding Officer, USN Medical Research Institute,
National Naval Medical Center, Bethesda 14,, Md. 108

Director, USN Research Laboratory, Washingto 25, D. C. 109
Director, The Materiael Laboratory, N. Y. Naval Shipyard,

Nev York, N. T. 110
Cowanding Officer, USN Electronics Lab., San Diego 52,

Calif. ATTN: Code 210 111
Commanding Officer, USN Radiological Defense Lab., San

Francisco, Calif. ATTN: Technical Information
Division 112-113

Cmanding Officer and Director, David W. Taylor Model
Basin, Washington 7, D. C. &TNK: Library II

Commander, Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa. 115
Officer-in-Charge, Naval Supply Ctr, SW Supply Depot,

Norfolk U, Va. 116
Comanding Officer, Office of Naval Research Branch

Offices 1000 Geary St., San Francisco, Calif. 117-118

AIR FORCE ACTIVITIES

Special Asst. to Chief of Staff, Bis, USA?, Rm 5Z1019,
Pentagon, Washington 25, D. C. 119

Asst. for Atomic Energy, HEs, USA?, Washington 25, D. C.
ATTN: DCS/O 120

Asst. for Development Planning, qs, USAF, Washington 25,
D. C. 121-122

Director of Operations, Hqs, USA?, Washington 25, D. C. 123-124
Director of Plans, Iqs, USA, Washington 25, D. C.

ATMl: War Plans Div. 125
Directorate of Requirements, Xqo, USA?, Washington 25,

D. C. AmN: A.tM-SA/ 126
Directorate of Research and Development, Armament Div.,

DCS/D, Hs, UWSA, Washington 25, D. C. 127
Directorate of Intelligence, Zqs, USAF, Washington 25,

D. C. 128-129
The Surgeon General, Hq., USAF, Washington 25, D. C. 130-131
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Comandiz General, U. S. Air Forces in Europe, APO 633,
c/o PA, New York, N.Y. 132

Commaunding General, Far East Air Forces, APO 925, c/o
PJ2 San Francisco, Calif. 133

Commanding General, Alaskan Air Command, APO 942,
c/o Px, Seattle, Wash. 133

Commanding General, Northeast Air Command, APO 862,
c/o PM, New York, N. Y. 135

Commanding General, Strategic Air Command, Offutt APB,
Neb. ATTN: Chief, Operations Analysis 136

Cowanding General, Tactical Air Ccmmand, Langley AFB, Ta.
ATTN: Document Security Branch 137-139

Ccinnding General, Air Defense Command, Ent AFB, Colo. i4O-1i41
Coanding General, Air Materiel Command, Wright-Patterson

AIB, Dayton, Ohio -142-143
Comianding General, Air Training Command, Scott APB,

Belleville, Ill. 144-145
Comanding General, Air Research and Development Command,

PO Box 1395, Baltimore 3, Md. ATTN: EDD I46-148
Comanding General, Air Proving Ground, Nglin APB, Fla.

AMN: AG/mB 149
Commanding General, Air University, Maxwell AFB, Ala. 150-154
Commandant, Air Command and Staff School, Maxwell AFB, Ala. 155-156
Comandant, Air Force School of Aviation and Medicine,

Randolph AFB, Tez. 157-158
Caanding General, Wright Air Development Center, Wright-

Patterson APB, Daytonp Ohio. ATTR: WCONSP 159
Comanding General, AF Cambridge Research Ctr, 230 Albany

St., Cambridge 39, Mass. ATTN: Atomic Warfare
Directorate 160

Comanding General, A? Cambridge Research Ctr, 230 Albany
St., Cambridge 39, Mass. ATTN: CRTSL-2 161

Coandant, USAF Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson
AIB, Dayton, Ohio. ATT: Resident College 162

Commanding General, Lowry APB, Colo. ATT,: Dept. of
Armamant Training 163-161

Commanding General, lO09th Special Weapons Sq., 1712 G St.,
NW, Washington 25, D. C. 165-167

Commanding General, AF Special Weapons Center, Kirtland
A7B, N. Max. ATTN: Technical Library 168-170

The RAND Corporation, 1500-4th St., Santa Monica, Calif. 171-172

OTM EEPTS. OF DU'USZ ACTIVITIES

Izecutive Secretary, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Washington 25,

D. C. ATTN: Strategic Plans Comittee 173
Director, Weapons System Evaluation Group, OSD, Rm 231006,

Pentagon, Washington 25, D. C. 17
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Ast. for Civil Defense, 0OD, Washington 25, D. C. 175
Chairman, Research and Development Board, D/D, Washington

25, D. C. ATTN: Library 176
Izecutive Secretary, Committee on Atomic Energy, Research

and Development Board, Rm 331075, Pentagon, Wash-
ington 25, D. C. 177-179

Executive Secretary, Military Liaison Committee s PO Box
181, Washington 25, D. C. 180

Commandant, National War College, Washington 25p D. C.
ATM: Classified Records Section, Library 181

Commandant, Armed Forces Staff College, Norfolk 1, Va.
ATTN: Secretary 182

Commanding General, Field Commands AFSWP, PO Box 5100,
Albuquerque, N. Mex. 183-188

Comanding General, AFSWP s PO Box 2610, Washington 13,
D. C. 189-197

Division of Military Application, U. S. Atomic Energy
Coamissions Classified Document Room, 1901 Constitution
Ave., Washington 25, D. C. 198-200

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Report Library, PO Box
1663, Los Alamos, N. Mex. ATTN: Helen Redman 201-203

Sandia Corporation, Classified Document Divisions Sandia
Base, Al buquerque, N. Mex. ATTN: Wynne K. Cox 2014-223

Weapon Test Reports Group, TIS 224
Surplus in TISO for AFSWP 225-274
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